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1. The _______ environment refer to the environment before birth. 

a) Prenatal 

b) Postnatal 

c) Social 

d) Economical  

 

 

2. ______ is the physical capacity of an individual to do something.  

a)  Ability 

b) Perception  

c) Attitude  

d) Personality  

 

 

3. __________ can be defined as the tendency to respond favourably or unfavourably to certain objects 

persons or situations. 

a) Ability 

b) Perception  

c) Attitude  

d) Personality  

 

4. __________ is the aggregate of person feeling thinking behaviour and responses to different situations 

and people. 

a) Ability 

b) Perception  

c) Attitude  

d) Personality  

 

5. The _________ environment is also known as external or social environment. 

a) Postnatal 

b) Prenatal 

c) Economical  

d) Family  

 

6. __________ is made up of the characteristic patterns of thoughts feelings and behaviours that make a 

person unique. 

a) Ability 

b) Perception  

c) Attitude  

d) Personality  



 

7. The ________ factors play a very important role as the major determinants and factors of personality. 

a) Hereditary 

b) Environmental 

c) Physical 

d) Situational  

 

8. Physical factors include the overall _______ structure of a person. 

a) Hereditary 

b) Environmental 

c) Physical 

d) Situational  

 

9. The ________ factors can be commonly observed when a person behaves contrastingly and exhibit traits 

and characteristics.  

a) Hereditary 

b) Environmental 

c) Physical 

d) Situational  

 

 

10. The _________ that an individual lives in has a major impact on his personality. 

a) Hereditary 

b) Environment 

c) Physical 

d) Situational  

 

11. The BMTI Stands for _______. 

a) Myers Brigs Type Indicator  

b) My Brings Type Indicator 

c) My Big Type  Indicator  

d) Myers Big Type Indicator  

 

12. ___________ Individuals are outgoing sociable and assertive. ___________are quiet and shy. 

a) Extraversion  / introversion  

b) Sensing / intuition  

c) Thinking /  feeling 

d)  Judgement / perception 

 

13. __________ type of a practical and prefer routine and order. 

a) Sensing  

b) Intuition  

c) Thinking  

d) Judgment  



 

 

14. ________ relay on unconscious processes and look at the “big picture”. 

a) Sensing  

b) Intuition  

c) Thinking  

d) Judgment  

 

15. ___________ types use reason and logic to handle problems. 

a) Sensing  

b) Intuition  

c) Thinking  

d) Judgment  

 

 

16. ________ type’s rely on their personal values and emotions. 

a) Sensing  

b) Intuition  

c) Thinking  

d) Feeling  

 

 

17. _________ Types want control and prefer their world to be ordered and structured. 

a) Sensing  

b) Intuition  

c) Thinking  

d) Judging  

 

18.  ________ types are flexible and spontaneous. 

a) Sensing  

b) Perceiving 

c) Thinking  

d) Judging  

 

19. _________ traits include characteristics such as excitability, Sociability talkativeness assertiveness and 

high amount of emotional expressiveness. 

a) Extraversion  

b) Agreeableness  

c) conscientiousness  

d) Neuroticism 

 

20. ________ personality dimension includes attributes such as trust corporative, warmth, kindness, 

affection, and other prosocial behaviours.  



a) Extraversion  

b) Agreeableness  

c) Conscientiousness  

d) Neuroticism 

 

21. _________ traits features characteristics such as imagination and insight, and those high in this traits  

also tend to have a broad range of interests. 

a) Extraversion  

b) Agreeableness  

c) Conscientiousness  

d) Openness  

 

22. _______  is the tendency to be arrogant. 

a) Narcissism  

b) Risk Taking 

c) Authoritarianism  

d) Machiavellianism  

 

 

23. __________ Characterized by the acquisition of power and manipulation of the other people for purely 

personal gain. 

a) Narcissism  

b) Risk Taking 

c) Authoritarianism  

d) Machiavellianism  

 

24. ________ belief that power and status differences should exist within the organisation. 

a) Narcissism  

b) Risk Taking 

c) Authoritarianism  

d) Machiavellianism  

 

25. Person with ________ are called High Macs. 

a) Narcissism  

b) Risk Taking 

c) Authoritarianism  

d) Machiavellianism  

 

26. _____ means “What is known by person about him/herself and also known by others”. 

a) Open self  

b) Blind self  

c) Hidden self  

d) Unknown self  

 



27.  _______ means “what is known by the person about him herself that other do not know”. 

a) Open self  

b) Blind self  

c) Hidden self  

d) Unknown self  

 

28. ________ means what is unknown by the person about him/herself but which others know. 

a) Open self  

b) Blind self  

c) Hidden self  

d) Unknown self  

 

29. ________ means “What is unknown by the person about him/herself and is also known by others”. 

a) Open self  

b) Blind self  

c) Hidden self  

d) Unknown self  

 

30. The ____________ component is based on the belief or information about a particular person or an 

object. 

a) Cognitive 

b) Affective  

c) Conative  

d) Robotic  

 

31. __________ component consists of the feelings, sentiments and emotions a person has towards an 

object, individual or situation. 

a) Cognitive 

b) Affective  

c) Conative  

d) Robotic  

 

32. _________ component the way the attitude we have influences on how we act or behave. 

a) Cognitive 

b) Affective  

c) Conative  

d) Robotic  

 

33. How many Panes are included in Johari window. 

a) Two 

b) Three 

c) Four 

d) Five 

 

34. Being ______ means having a preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience. 



a) Attitude  

b) Prejudice 

c) Personality 

d) Behaviour 

 

 

 

35. People who exhibit a _________ like to do one think at a time. 

a) Hierarchic form 

b) Oligarchic thinking 

c) Anarchic style 

d) Monarchic style 

 

36. _______ means judging someone on the basis of one’s perception of the characteristics of the group to 

which that person belongs. 

a) Halo effect 

b) Stereo typing  

c) Contrast effect 

d) Portrait effect 

 

37. The _________ hat gives the emotional view. 

a) White 

b) Black 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

38. ________ happen when we perceive an individual on the basis of a single characteristic such as 

intelligent, sociability or appearance. 

a) Halo effect 

b) Stereo typing  

c) Contrast effect 

d) Portrait effect 

 

39. ________ Learning is also known as observational learning. 

a) Vicarious 

b) Visual  

c) Verbal  

d) Logical  

 

40. People who exhibit a _________ of thinking style like to do many things at a once. 

a) Hierarchic form 

b) Oligarchic thinking 

c) Anarchic style 

d) Monarchic style 



 

41. People with __________style  like to do many things at once but have trouble setting priorities. 

a) Hierarchic form 

b) Oligarchic thinking 

c) Anarchic style 

d) Monarchic style 

 

 

42. People with a _______style like to take a random approach to problems. 

a) Hierarchic form 

b) Oligarchic thinking 

c) Anarchic style 

d) Monarchic style 

 

 

43. _____ is neutral and objective. 

a) White 

b) Black 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

44. _____ is Sunny and positive. 

a) White 

b) Black 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

45. _____ is somber and serious.  

a) White 

b) Black 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

46. _______ hat indicates creativity and new ideas. 

a) White 

b) Green 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

47. _______ hat is cool. 

a) White 

b) Blue 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 



48. The _____ hat is concern with control. 

a) White 

b) Blue 

c) Red 

d) Yellow 

 

 

 

 

49. Learning Leads to growth is ______ of Learning. 

a) Characteristic  

b) Feature  

c) Objective  

d) Factor  

 

50. Classical Conditioning is ______ of learning. 

a) Characteristic  

b) Feature  

c) Objective  

d) Theory  

 

 

51)  The theory X and theory Y is contributed by______. 

a)Maslow 

b)Herzberg’s 

c)Mc.Gregor 

d)Carrot theory  

52) Herzberg called "satisfiers"________. 

a)creators 

b)imitators 

c)innovators 

d)motivators 

53) Herzberg called "dissatisfiers"____factors 

a)hygiene 

b)safety 

c)healthy 

d)motivators 

54) According to Maslow , ones the _____needs are satisfied , safety needs acts as a motivation. 

a)mental 



b)social 

c)physiological  

d)cultural 

55)___is nothing but skills and competence of the person to complete a given task. 

a)validity 

b)ability 

c)creativity 

d)passion 

56)_____involves the decision to initiate a behavior. 

a)motivation 

b)activation 

c)intention 

d)suggestion 

57)______can be seen in the concentration and vigor  that goes into pursuing a goal. 

a)sensitivity 

b) concentration 

c)intensity 

d)motivation 

58)when human motives are stimulated by external rewards the motivation is called as _____motivation. 

a)intrinsic 

b)extrinsic 

c)middle 

d)last 

59)motivated employee are generally_____ oriented. 

a)time 

b)money 

c)quality 

d)work 

60)______is the most important resource of every organization. 

a)human resource 

b)capital 

c)time 

d)land 

61)The _____needs in one’s life relates to safe environment. 



a)health 

b)time 

c)safety 

d)land 

62)the ______should have a sufficient challenge to utilize the full ability of the employee. 

a)time 

b)job 

c)company 

d)place 

63) theory ___managers believe employees don’t like work. 

a)X 

b)Y 

c)Z 

d)W 

64)Theory ___managers believe employees share ownership of task. 

a)X 

b)Y 

c)Z 

d)W 

65)In theory _____management style is participative. 

a)X 

b)Y 

c)Z 

d)W 

66)_____is constant. 

a)change 

b)time 

c)money 

d)labour 

67) ____is nothing but a proper guide lines stating how the entire change is going to be implemented. 

a)design 

b)testing 

c)action plan 

d)coding 



68) MNC stands for_____ 

a)multi national company 

b)multi name cycle 

c)multi national cycle 

d)multiple name company 

69)_____changes affect the behavior of people in the organization. 

a)cultural 

b)social 

c)political 

d) technical 

70)workers who are in the age group of _____value loyalty to their employers. 

a)30 plus 

b)20 plus 

c)50 plus 

d)60 plus 

71)_____is critical for helping to direct align and inspire employees. 

a)mission 

b)objectives 

c)goals 

d)vision 

72)____action on removing any barriers is critical. 

a)slow  

b)quick 

c)no 

d)medium 

73)____for change must be generated before change can occur. 

a)innovation 

b)inspection 

c)motivation 

d)selection 

74)_____can be implemented by showing why the existing way of doing things cannot continue. 

a)freezing 

b)unfreezing 

c)refreezing 



d)stopping 

75)In _____the changes becomes permanent. 

a)freezing 

b)unfreezing 

c)refreezing 

d)stopping 

76) Individuals shape their world through their ______. 

a)perceptions 

b)action 

c)motion 

d)intention 

77)organization have built in mechanism to produce ______ 

a)ability 

b)innovation 

c)stability 

d)creativity 

78)_____is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. 

a)ability 

b)creativity 

c)innovation 

d)culture 

79)____technique that addresses challenge or problem in a creative manner. 

a)problem solving 

b)social 

c)political 

d) management 

80)______is the divergent thinking phase of the creative problem solving process. 

a)storming 

b)norming 

c)brainstorming 

d)charming 

81) ______compares an existing problem with another unrelated or dissimilar problem, object or situation. 

a)semaphor 

b)amaphor 



c)metaphor 

d)tetaphor 

82) _______need to give topmost priority to hire and retain creative people. 

a)managers 

b)union 

c)customer 

d)supplier 

83)OD stands for_____ 

a)organization deployement 

b)organ donation 

c)organization delivery 

d)organization development 

84)____is an planned process of developing an organization to be more effective in accomplishing its 

desired goals. 

a)organization development 

b)organization culture 

c)policy 

d)strategies 

85)_____within an organization must have clear understanding about its purpose, mission, goals. 

a)manager 

b)groups 

c)individual 

d)union 

86) managers cannot expect employees to _____automatically. 

a)work 

b)change 

c)trust 

d)run 

87)_____is an individual’s response to a stressor such as environmental condition or a stimulus. 

a)tension 

b)happiness 

c)anger 

d)stress 

88)stress typically describes a _____condition. 



a)postive 

b)negative 

c)innovative 

d)destructive 

89)___condition can have an impact on a persons mental and physical well being. 

a)postive 

b)negative 

c)creative 

d)destructive 

90) poor ____management can cause a lot of stress. 

a)money 

b)labour 

c)time 

d)work 

91) _________stress leads to problem such as ulcer and digestive problems. 

a)mental 

b)social 

c)technical 

d) physiological 

92) Positive stress is also known as ______. 

a)eustress 

b)ustress 

c)dustress 

d)cstress 

93) ________has contributed to model of organizational change . 

a)kurt lewins 

b)Mclland 

c)maslow 

d)knight 

94)role____occurs when an individual receives unclear job profile. 

a)ambiguity 

b)bias 

c)equality 

d)partiality 



95)role ______occurs when there are too many expectations than one is able to fulfill. 

a)underload 

b)model 

c)overload 

d)work 

96) Group ______is very important to the employees. 

a)conflict 

b)work 

c)relation 

d)unity 

97)____is a result of group size. 

a)social relation 

b)social role 

c)social attitude 

d)social loafing 

98)______is a major source of avoidable stress. 

a)perfectionism 

b)positive attitude 

c)negative attitude 

d)culture 

99) ______________ is one of the most important employee motivator. 

a) Organization Management 

b) Organization culture 

c) Organization employee 

d) Organization supplier 

100) __________ is level of conflict means conflict between managers and the subordinates. 

a) Horizontal 

b) Vertical 

c) Hierarchical 

d) Iterative 

 

 

 

 


